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The Hedgehog signalling pathway plays a fundamental 
role in normal embryonic development

• The Hedgehog pathway was discovered in fruit fly (Drosophila) and 
is conserved in vertebrates (including humans)1,2

• The Hedgehog pathway is involved in cell growth and differentiation 
to control organ formation during embryonic development
– Hedgehog signalling regulates embryonic development, ensuring that 

tissues reach their correct size and location, maintaining tissue tissues reach their correct size and location, maintaining tissue 
polarity and cellular content2

– In the skin, the Hedgehog pathway is critical for regulating hair follicle 
and sebaceous gland development3

– Germline mutations in components of the Hedgehog signalling 
pathway results in a number of developmental abnormalities4,5

• Hedgehog signalling normally remains inactive in most adult 
tissues2
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2. Scales SJ, de Sauvage FJ. Trends Pharmacol Sci 2009;30:303–12

3. Chiang C, et al. Dev Biol 1999;205:1–9
4. Wilkie AO et al. Nat Rev Genet 2001;2:458–68

5. McMahon AP et al. Curr Top Dev Biol 2003;53:1–114



Key components involved in Hedgehog 
signalling

Initiates signal transduction of the 
Hedgehog pathway

The Hedgehog ligand, 
Hedgehog (Hh)

The Hedgehog ligand receptor, 
Patched (PTCH)

•Sonic
•Desert
•Indian

Hedgehog pathway

Scales SJ, de Sauvage FJ. Trends Pharmacol Sci 2009;30:303–12

The downstream effectors, 
the Gli transcription factors

Cytosolic complex of proteins 
including Suppressor of Fused 

(SuFu) and the Gli family of 
transcription factors. Activation 
leads to expression of specific 

genes that promote cell 
proliferation and differentiation

Normally suppresses the activity of SMO

Normally suppressed by PTCH, preventing its 
activation of the Hedgehog signalling cascade

The cell surface signal transducer, 
Smoothened (SMO)



When the Hedgehog pathway is inactive 
Patched inhibits Smoothened activity

No SMONo SMO--enabled enabled 

No No HhHh ligandligand

No SMONo SMO--enabled enabled 
signal transductionsignal transduction

No intracellular No intracellular 
signal transductionsignal transduction

In the absence of Hh ligand, 
PTCH inhibits SMO and the 

Hedgehog signalling 
pathway is suppressed

In the absence of Hh ligand, 
PTCH inhibits SMO and the 

Hedgehog signalling 
pathway is suppressed



When Hedgehog ligand activates the Hedgehog pathway the 
cell responds by activating expression of target genes

Activation of the pathway is 
initiated by Hh ligand binding to 

PTCH, eventually resulting in 
target gene expression

Target gene Target gene 
expressionexpression



Abnormal Hedgehog pathway signalling plays an important 
role in the pathogenesis of certain types of cancer

• Inappropriate reactivation of the Hedgehog pathway has been 
linked to several human cancers1

• Two different mechanisms drive abnormal Hedgehog pathway 
signalling in different types of cancer:2

1. Ligand-independent signalling driven by mutations (e.g. BCC and 1. Ligand-independent signalling driven by mutations (e.g. BCC and 
medulloblastoma)
Mutations in key pathway regulators (e.g. PTCH or SMO) cause SMO 
to be in a constitutively active state

2. Ligand-dependent signalling driven by overexpression of Hh ligand by 
tumour cells (e.g. ovarian cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic 
cancer)

1. Scales SJ, de Sauvage FJ. Trends Pharmacol Sci 2009;30:303–12
2. Low JA, de Sauvage FJ. J Clin Oncol 2010;28:5321–6

3. Rudin CM. Cancer Prev Res 2010;3:1–3



Type I- Ligand-Independent Signaling



Type II- Ligand-Dependent Signaling
(autocrine or juxtacrine manner)



Type II- Ligand-Dependent Signaling
(paracrine manner)

a)

b) Reverse



BCC and the Hedgehog signalling pathway

• Abnormal activation of the Hedgehog signalling 
pathway is thought to play a critical role in the 
pathogenesis and progression of BCC, either by:1

– Inactivating PTCH mutations, or;

– Activating SMO mutations– Activating SMO mutations

• Hedgehog pathway inhibitors may provide a new 
treatment option for patients with advanced BCC1

1. Epstein EH. Nat Rev Cancer 2008;8:743–54



Mutation-driven Hedgehog signalling is involved 
in BCC: Inactivating PTCH mutations

Tumour cell proliferation and/or cell survival

Target gene Target gene 
expressionexpressionInactivating mutations 

of PTCH lead 
to constitutive 

pathway activation



Mutation-driven Hedgehog signalling is involved 
in BCC: Activating SMO mutations

Tumour cell proliferation and/or cell survival

Target gene Target gene 
expressionexpressionActivating SMO 

mutations lead 
to constitutive 

pathway activation



Abnormal Hedgehog pathway signalling is 
synonymous with BCC

• In BCC, abnormal Hedgehog pathway signalling is the key 
molecular driver of the disease1-3

• More than 90% of BCCs have abnormal activation of 
Hedgehog pathway signalling4-6

• Most BCC tumours have either inactivating mutations in PTCH • Most BCC tumours have either inactivating mutations in PTCH 
or, less commonly, activating mutations in SMO3,7–9

– As a result of inactivating PTCH mutations3,7,9 or activating SMO 
mutations,3,7,9 SMO moves to the cell surface leading to activation of 
the GLI family of transcription factors9

– Activated GLI then moves to the nucleus and initiates the transcription 
of target genes9

5. Kallassy M, et al. Cancer Res 1997;57:4731–5
6. Unden AB, et al. Cancer Res 1997;57:2336–40 

7. Caro I, Low JA. Clin Cancer Res 2010;16:3335–9
8. Rudin CM. Cancer Prev Res 2010;3:1–3

9. Scales SJ. Trends Pharmacol Sci 2009;30:303–12
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Hereditary defects in PTCH predispose to 
BCC: Gorlin syndrome

• Also known as basal cell nevus 
syndrome (BCNS)

• Rare hereditary condition that 
predisposes the individual to develop 
multiple BCCs1

– The severity of the disease is wide-
ranging and it affects about 1 in 57,000 

Patient with Gorlin syndrome 
and multiple lesions4

ranging and it affects about 1 in 57,000 
people (0.0018%)2

• Gorlin syndrome occurs in individuals 
who inherit one defective copy of the 
PTCH gene

• Leads to an array of congenital defects3

– Preaxial polydactyly, immobile thumbs, 
short metacarpals, broad faces, rib 
defects, dental abnormalities, and high 
predisposition to certain malignancies 
such as medulloblastoma 1. Roewert-Huber J et al. Br J Dermatol 2007;157:47–51

2. Farndon PA et al. Lancet 1992;339:581–2
3. McMahon AP et al. Curr Top  Dev Biol 2003;53:1–114

4. Tang JY et al. Cancer Prev Res 2010;3:25–34

Active BCC tumours are circled in green



BCC is the most commonly 
diagnosed human cancer 

2 million cases per year in the USA, 
most curable by surgery 

Some progress to locally advanced (laBCC) or metastatic disease (mBCC). 

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) 

Some progress to locally advanced (laBCC) or metastatic disease (mBCC). 
Therapeutic options are limited. 



Development of Smoothened Inhibitors

•Endemic cyclopia in lambs born in western USA 

•Pregnant ewes ingesting corn lily at specific time of 

year. No effect in adult sheep 

•Chemical identified: cyclopamine

•Cyclopamine directly binds to Smoothened and inhibits the 
hedgehog pathway1

•
•Cyclopamine blocks cancer growth in tissue culture2

•Development of synthetic smoothened inhibitors as drugs 

1. Chen JK et al: Gen Dev 16:2743, 2002 
2. Taipale et al: Nature 406:1005, 2000 



HH pathway antagonists for the treatment of BCC 



Phase I: Vismodegib demonstrated activity in 
patients with mBCC and laBCC

Before treatment After 8 months

Response rate: 58%
Median duration of response: 12.8+ months

LoRusso PM ,et al. Clin Cancer Res 2011; 17:2502–2511 

N Engl J Med 2009; 361:1164-1172September 17, 2009



ERIVANCE BCC: Pivotal Phase 2 multicenter study 
in advanced BCC 
Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, UK, US 

Metastatic BCC

Locally advanced BCC
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150 mg vismodegib p.o. daily until:
•Progression
•Intolerable toxicity
•Withdrawal from studyLocally advanced BCC
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Primary endpoint: Objective response rate (ORR) per IRF 
•mBCC: RECIST 
•laBCC: novel composite endpoint

Secondary endpoints: 
•ORR per investigator
•Duration of response
•Progression-free survival
•Absence of residual BCC on biopsy (laBCC only) N Engl J Med 2012; 366:2171-2179, June 7, 2012



Tumor response: 
mBCC: ≥30% size reduction (RECIST) 
laBCC: novel composite endpoint

- ≥30% size reduction (physical exam and/or CT) and/or 
- Complete resolution of ulceration

Progression: 

Tumor response criteria

Progression: 
≥20% size increase
New lesions or new ulcerations 

Stable disease: does not meet criteria for response or progression 



Vismodegib demonstrates a significant
objective response rate in mBCC

CI, confidence interval; IRF, independent review; INV, investigator review 



ERIVANCE BCC Study: Maximum decrease 
in tumor size by IRF
Metastatic cohort 

Maximum decrease in size prior to IRF-determined disease progression 



Vismodegib demonstrates a significant
objective response rate in laBCC



ERIVANCE BCC Study: Maximum decrease 
in tumor size by IRF
Locally Advanced cohort

Maximum decrease in size prior to IRF-determined disease progression 



Vismodegib in locally advanced BCC 

Baseline Week 24 

Week 24: 
residual BCC on biopsy 



Vismodegib demonstrates durable clinical 
benefit in mBCC and laBCC

*Clinical benefit rate = response at any time (prior to or post-PD) + stable disease lasting 24 or more 
weeks, as assessed by IRF 

Vismodegib treatment duration 
All treated patients (n=104) 

*As of data cutoff: 26 November 2010, nine months after last patient enrolled 



Most common adverse events 
All treated patients (n=104) 

MedDRA, Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities 

Serious adverse events

*One patient each with cholestasis; pulmonary embolism; syncope and dehydration; 
cardiac failure and pneumonia. 



Vismodegib Gorlin trial 

Primary endpoints: 
•Efficacy in reducing new surgically eligible BCCs 
•Safety 

Secondary endpoints: 
•Efficacy in reducing the number of BCCs (diameter ≥5 mm) on the 
upper back 
•Duration of any anti-BCC effect after administration of the drug is 
stopped 



Gorlin: multiple SEBs



Treatment of Medulloblastoma with vismodegib

Basal After 2 months After 3 months

N Engl J Med 2009; 361:1173-1178September 17, 2009



•Most common CNS tumor in childhood (15-30% of CNS tumors)
–~500 patients/yr diagnosed in the U.S.

•Front-line treatment: optimal surgical excision plus adjuvant 
radiochemotherapy in children >3 yrs

Medulloblastoma

radiochemotherapy in children >3 yrs
–60-80% of patients with long-term survival

•Therapy for relapsed/refractory medulloblastoma is 
chemotherapy with or without radiation or surgery

–Long-term control in less than 30% of patients



Medulloblastoma Molecular Subgroups

MBEN= medulloblastomawith extensive nodularity.



Molecular Classification of Medulloblastoma

Mutation-based test NOT feasible to identify Hedgehog-driven medulloblastoma
–Multiple genes involved (e.g. PTCH, SMO, SUFU), no hotspots
–Non-mutation changes possible (e.g. epigenetic silencing, gene inversion)

Ellison, DW et al, ActaNeuropathol(2011)
Koolet al,PLoS(2008)



Trial schematics and distribution of patients from PBTC-025 (phase 
I precursor study), PBTC-032 (children), and PBTC-025B (adults). 

Giles W. Robinson et al. JCO 2015;33:2646-2654



Clinical and molecular characteristics of patients with sonic hedgehog (SHH) –
subgroup medulloblastoma (SHH-MB) enrolled onto PBTC-025B or PBTC-032. 

Giles W. Robinson et al. JCO 2015;33:2646-2654



Magnetic resonance images showing responses in five patients with recurrent 
sonic hedgehog–subgroup medulloblastoma (MB) treated with vismodegib. 

Giles W. Robinson et al. JCO 2015;33:2646-2654



Progression-free survival (PFS) of patients enrolled onto 
(A) PBTC-025B or (B) PBTC-032 and PBTC-025. 

Giles W. Robinson et al. JCO 2015;33:2646-2654



Efficacy in Phase 2 Clinical Trials in Hedgehog 
Paracrine-driven Tumors



Resistance to SMO inhibition



Multiple elements contribute to acquired resistance against SMO antagonists. 

Ciara Metcalfe, and Frederic J. de Sauvage Cancer Res 2011;71:5057-5061



Identification of a SMO mutation in tumor samples from a medulloblastoma
patient who relapsed after an initial response to GDC-0449. 

Robert L. Yauch et al. Science 2009;326:572-574



New generation HH inhibitors



HH inhibitors in clinical development….



….HH inhibitors in clinical development
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Unpublished data 



HH pathway in angiogenesis

Unpublished data 




